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Small Sample Properties of Hypothesis Testings and 
Confidence Intervals of a Stochastic Frontier Model 
 
1. Introduction 
The contribution of stochastic frontier models to the empirical production 
literature lies in the accommodation of production inefficiencies in the empirical 
models. A stylized stochastic frontier model in a panel data setting may be written as 
(Aigner, Lovell, and Schmidt 1977)  
lnyit   =   lnf(xit; b) + vit - ui,                                    (1) 
ei t  º   vit - ui,                                                      (2) 
 
where yit is the output of producer i, xit is a vector of inputs, vit is the zero-mean 
statistical error, and ui > 0 is the producer-specific inefficiency. The ui is often 
assumed to be a random variable following a specific distribution such as the half-
normal distribution. In this specification, f(·) + vit is the stochastic production frontier, 
and ui is the deviation from the frontier due to inefficiency. The model is complete 
with the following distribution assumptions:  
 
vit  ~  N(0, s2),                                                       (3) 
ui  ~  N+(0, su2),                                                     (4) 
 
where N+(·) denotes non-negative truncation of the normal distribution. 
 
It is clear that the term ui is the only thing that distinguishes (1) from a standard 
production function. Therefore, the empirical justification of a stochastic frontier 
model lies in a large part in the statistical importance of ui. If ui is important and 
significant, omitting the term would mean losses of important information about the 
production behavior. If, on the other hand, ui does not have the needed statistical 
justification, the more simple classical production function should be used in lieu of 
the elaborated stochastic frontier model. 
 
The literature has developed statistics to test the significance of ui. Coelli (1995) 
and Lee (1993) develop a one-sided likelihood ration (LR) test to test the overall 
significance of ui. The distribution of the statistic is asymptotically equal to a mixture 




0c  has the unit mass at zero. The Monte 
Carlo evidence of Coelli (1995), however, showed that the test has an unsatisfactory 
power in finite samples. 
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In addition to the test of the overall significance of the production inefficiency, 
the test of the individual producer's inefficiency is also important for studies of 
production efficiency. The idea is that, in addition to knowing whether the sample 
exhibits aggregate inefficiency, it may also of great interests to know which producer 
is more efficient than the others. Identifying the more efficient producers or knowing 
the efficiency differences between firms and groups can have important policy 
implications. For instances, properties of the efficient producers can be studied and 
their operation characteristics be promoted. Also, government subsidy or other 
incentive-compatible programs can be better designed and targeted. 
To test the individual importance of ui, Horrace and Schmidt (1996) proposes 
constructing the confidence interval (CI) of E(ui | iteˆ  ). The authors show that the CI is 
easy to construct as long as we recognize that the distribution of E(ui | iteˆ  ) follows  
 
E(ui | iteˆ ) ~ N
+( *itm ,
2







us  + s





2 ( 2us  + s
2)-1.                                                     (7) 
 
The significance of ui is viewed by whether the associated CI encompasses the value 
of zero, and the question of whether ui = uj, i ¹  j, is tested by whether the CI of 
E(ui| iteˆ ) contains the value of E(uj| jteˆ ). 
Although there is no formal study on the accuracy of the CI constructed above in 
finite samples, empirical examples provided by Horrace and Schmidt (1996) indicate 
that the constructed CI seems to be too wide, in the sense that E(ui| iteˆ ) usually cannot 
be told apart from E(uj| jteˆ ) based on the CIs. 
In this study, we conduct a detailed Monte Carlo analysis on the small sample 
performance of the statistics concerning iu
) , with a particular emphasis put on the 
statistic of Horrace and Schmidt (1996). In addition, we also consider an alternative 
testing procedure based on the bootstrap approach. 
 
2. Design of the Monte Carlo Analysis  
The Monte Carlo model is the follows. 
yit =  0b  + 1b xit, + vit – ui,                               (8) 
xit  ~  N(0, 1),                                      (9) 
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vit ~ N(0, s2),                                      (10) 
uit ~ N(0, 2us ),                                    (11) 
 
The base case (Case 1) has the following specifications. 
 
Case 1:    0b =0.5; 1b =0.5;  s
2  = 1; 2us  =  2;  N=50;  T=2.     
 
We first generate a set of values of xit, ui, vit, and yit to be the “true” data for the 
subsequent use in bootstrapping. The asymptotic-based test statistics of Horrace and 
Schmidt (1996) are calculated according to (5), (6), and (7), and no nparametric 
bootstrap results, for both percentile and the bias-corrected methods, are also recorded. 
We then compare the power of the two statistics. 
 
 Alternative cases are designed as the follows. 
 
Case 2:    0b =0.5; 1b =0.5;  s
2  = 1; 2us  =  3;  N=50;  T=2. 
Case 3:    0b =0.5; 1b =0.5;  s
2  = 1; 2us  =  2;  N=50;  T=5. 
 
Table 1 reports the power of the statistics for a 5% statistical test on the estimates 
of E(uj| jteˆ ). 
 
Table 1: Power of the Test Statistics 
 
 HS96 BT_p BT_bc 
Case 1 0.029 0.006 0.043 
Case 2 0.011 0.014 0.026 
Case 3 0.008 0.020 0.002 
Note: HS96: Horrace and Schmidt (1996) statistic; BT_p: percentile bootstrap statistic; BT_bc: 




The results show that the small sample performance of either the 
asymptotic method or the bootstrap method are very disappointing. The 
finding of under-size of the asymptotic method is consistent with the empirical 
finding of Horrace and Schmidt (1996) who documented that the constructed 
confidence intervals are too wide. On the other hand, the under-size of the 
bootstrap method may not be surprising as well. For the percentile method, 
reading off the a and 1-a percentile interval endpoints of the bootstrap 
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distribution amounts to assuming that the statistic in study is unbiased and its 
distribution scale invariant. This is clearly not the case for a study of the 
efficiency distribution. As well, the percentile-t interval require reliable 
estimates of scale. However, given that the location and mean are both 
complicated functions of the model's parameters which have small sample bias 
as shown by Coelli (1995), a reliable estimates of the scale is unlikely. 
The results of this study raises doubt on the empirical application of the 
hypothesis testing regarding the significance of the individual inefficiency level. 
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